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ABSTRACT

An experiment was conducted to compare the fruit ofHilali.cultivar
grown from tissue cultu~e and from the offshoots during 1994,and 1995
seasons. The physical characteristics such as average weight, volume,
length and width of both the fruit and the seed, the colour of the fruit, its
shape, location of the cap and its colour were measured. The chemical
characteristics such as percentage TSS value and the moisture content
percentage were measured too. The results showed that there were no
significant differences in the chemical and physical characteristics of fruit
grown from tissue culture or the off shoots.

INTRODUCTION

In the las~ three decades a big demand in several countries for good
quality cultivars of date palm trees was increasing.. This demand

. encouraged fruit tree propagation companies to use tissue culture technique
to produce plants.

Many scientists studied the production using tissue culture technique
in different methodology (1-9). The results were highly successful in this
field. Therefore studies" were initiated to investigate the. identicality
between plants produced by tissue culture and the mother trees.

The objective of this study is to investigate the similarity of the fruit
characteristics of tissue culture plants & mother plants for Hilali cultivar.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

. Four date palm plants (Hilali cultivar) producedby tissueculture,
planted at AI-Hamrania Research Station in 1989.

The spacing between plants was 8m x 8m. The height-was 15-30 cm
and the number of the leaves was 2 or 3 per plant. At the same Jime date
palm offshoots of Hilali cultivar were planted in the .same fi~ld using
similar spacing. Same agricultural practices were used for both types of
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plants. In 1994 trees started fruiting

Replicates of 50 fruits per bunch were used. The following
measurements were taken:

1. Weight of the fruit & seed.

2. Volume of the fruit & seed.

3. Length & width of the fruit.

4. Ratio of the fruit length to its width.

5. Total soluble solids of the fruit. A reftactometer was used.

6. Moisture content of the fruit. An oven at 105 c for 24 hours was used.

7.Morphology of the fruit, (fruit color, shape, perianth color, location,
seed color, embrion location, cleft shape) and fruit test.

Experiment was complete randomize design at 4 replications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table (1) contains fruit physical characteristics for tissue culture and
offshoots plants. The weight and volume of the tissue culture were
significantly higher. The average weights were 20.43 & 18.49gm. While
the volumes were 19.00 & 17.33 cc for tissue culture and offshoots
respectively.

Fruit dimensions (length & width) of tissue culture trees were
significantly higher. The main factor limiting fruit shape is the ratio
between length and width Table (1) shows no difference in ratio of the fruit
ftom both sources.

The moisture content was lower in tissue culture trees than that of
offshoots.

There was no significant difference in total soluble solids percentage
of fruit ftom the two sources.

Table (2) contains morphological characteristics of fruit of tissue culture
and offshoots trees, the Table shows there are no difference in fruit color
and shape, perianth fruit color and location, seed color, embrion location,
seed cleft shape and fruit taste, for both sources of fruit. Therefore it is
reasonable to conclude that fruit ftom tissue culture trees are true to fruit
from offshoots trees for (Hilali cultivar).
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Most of the fruit characteristics of both sources were identical.
Based on these results it could recommended that tissue culture technique
was viable to produce "Hilali" cultivar.
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Table ( 1 )

Physical and chemical characteristics of"Hilali" cv. Date Palm fruit from tissue culture and offshoots at khalal ( Bisir)
stage .

I;
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Date Palm Fruit Fruit Seed Seed Fruit Fruit Fruit
Moisture T.S.S

weight volume weight volume Ratio length width Length/Widthsources % %
gm cc gm cc cm cm Ratio

Offshoots 18.49 17.33 0.84 0.73 95.46 3.97 2.93 1.35 84.80 42.00

Tissue 20.43 19.00 0.82 0.73 95.99 4.07 3.02 1.35 70.84 40.00
culture

LSD 5% 1.67 1.22 0.60 0.04 1.03 0.13 0.12 0.09 7.32 3.48



Table (2)

Morphological characteristics of Date Palm Fruits reproduced by tissue culture or offshoots tree (Hilali cultivar) at
khalal stage.
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Fruit Fruit Fruit Perianth Perianth Seed Embrion Seed cleft Fruit
source

Color Shape Color Location Color Location shape Taste

Tissue Light Ovate Yellow Little Brown and Middle Narrow Sweet

culture yellow deep
light at

seed back and shallow and low fiber
the base

Offshoots Light Ovate Yellow Little Brown and Middle seed Narrow Sweet
light at back

yellow deep
( .". and shallow and low fiber;

the base ,
,


